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‘At the end of every seven years, at an appointed time, in the Festival of Sukkot [following] the
year of Shmita. When all Israel comes to appear before the Lord, your GOD, in the place He will
choose, you shall read this Torah before all Israel, in their ears. Assemble the people: the men,
the women, the children’...—Deuteronomy 31:10-12.

It was the command of YHWH to Israel to uphold a Sabbath Year over the land, people,
property and commerce. Israel was unfaithful due to their greed that resulted in the
national Judgment and Diaspora of Israel to Babylon for the 10 Shmita’s owed to
YHWH. The Shmita is a dichotomy as it has a double application in not only being a
blessing of ‘release’ and resetting of debts for example but it can be a curse of
undeniable national Judgment to a nation when not kept. The owners and manipulators
of the rigged Stock Market that ‘fixed’ the drop of 678 points after 9-11 on September
17, 2001 on a Rosh HaShana and 777 points on 9-29-08 on another Rosh HaShana
appear to be ‘coding’ this prophetic Judgment currently impacting the USA and the
world at large. This judgment is economically based on the Biblical Shmita law of
release and resetting.
This notion of the Shmita principle was first brought to the public’s attention from
Jonathan Cahn’s study on the Harbinger. The USA and its predominant world economy
have epitomized the essence of greed, gluttony and thievery as it was with Ancient
Israel by the selling of the Messiah for 30 pieces of silver. It can rightly be argued that
the USA is not Biblical Israel but the same ‘people’ are. Such are the ‘masters’ of the
current world order of the world economy and centralized money supply. Jesus the True
Messiah of Israel told the Religious Leaders of Israel that their Father was not YHWH
but of him whom they had the same spirit of lawlessness, murder, greed and thievery.
They are possessed by the same spirit of the love of money or mammon. Such are
bestowed with unimaginable wealth from their Master Lucifer in this world because they
have staked the American economy on Biblical cycles. The chart timelines illustrate this
theory and shows the key points in the timing of the attacks/judgment on the USA that
the Money Changers have been using to usher in their New World currently as the US
Dollar and economy are currently systematically being imploded.
IF national judgment of the USA began on 9-11, then the forthcoming 7 year intervals
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that are to culminate on Sep 13, 2015 will be of some prophetic significance that will
finalize the sequence pattern of judgment and economic resetting. The year of release
coincides with the last Blood Moon of the Tetrad that happens to be a Super Moon 15
days later as the 3 Fall Feast of YHWH are a continuous sequence. This in turn has
prophetic implications for Israel.
The Harbinger
According to Jonathan Cahn’s theory, Elul 29, 5775 or Sep 13, 2015 is when the last
implosion of the world economy will most likely occur. In that case, total chaos will
ensue, economic, political, social etc. This scenario would concur with the celestial
configurations and alignment due to the conjunction of the Moon with Uranus, the
Father of the Titans, birthed in Chaos on the 2nd day of Sukkot, the day of the Hakhel
assembly, the 8th Day. The Money Changers that have capitalized and manipulate the
world commerce will use this Shmita timing as planned to usher in the New Order reset.
If the total lunar eclipse of the Sukkot Super Blood Moon is a type of the Rapture, then
having the Church out of the way would allow the AntiChrist to formulate the New Order
and currency, the Mark out of this designed chaos. This rationale is only insinuating a
typology and not that the Rapture of the Church will occur at such a time but it is striking
in its imagery. This NWO economic ‘Mark of the Beast’ new currency and economy will
be based on not being able to sell or buy unless one is part and partial to this ‘Mark’
mandatory buy in like Obama Care.
Some Observations
- From Sep 17, 2001 Rosh HaShana crash to Sep 29, 2008 Rosh HaShana is 7 years + 11
days (a 7-11 code) the day of the 777 point drop in the Dow Economic Crash.
- From Sep 29, 2008 Rosh HaShana date to Rosh HaShana date in 2015 is 6 years 11 months
or a (9-11) code.
-On Sep 13, 2015 you will have a Partial Solar Eclipse on Rosh HaShana.
- On Sep 28, 2015 that is on Sukkot is the 4th and last Blood Moon of the Tetrad of 2014-2015.
It is 7 years exactly from Sep 29, 2008 Rosh HaShana crash of 777 points.

- On Sept 11, 2001 the star Geminorum13, one of 48 stars of Gemini was eclipsed by the 4th
quarter Crescent moon at 1:11 a.m. Gemini 's Castor & Pollux represents "The Twins" ... for the
Twin Towers being sacrificed to Jupiter or “ZEUS” AKA Lucifer.
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- 2008 is a Sabbatical year. A new Sabbatical 7-Year cycle will began on Sep 29, 2008. The
year 2015 will also be a Sabbatical year.

The Coming World Economic Reset
Undoubtedly the sacrificial Shmita countdown started with the attack on 9-11. It was the
initiation of a 7-7-7 year ritualistic and Kabalistic slaughter of innocent people by the
Money Changers that require blood to appease their Satanic Masters to implement the
countdown to Lucifer’s New World economic reset that will be used to control all of
humanity. These progressive and systematic collective sacrifices through false flags,
illegal wars and constitutional overwriting of civil liberties are shamelessly being made
to coincide with the very Holy timetable of YHWH’s appointed Shmita and Holy Feasts.
September 17, 2001: Rosh HaShana
The First Attack: After the 9-11 inside job, the Stock Market fell 678 point when it reopened on
Sep 17. This date was Rosh HaShana. It was alleged that religious extremists orchestrated the
plot but NORAD was commanded to stand down and 3 buildings imploded.
September 29, 2008: Rosh HaShana
The Second Attack: The Dow Jones industrial average fell 777 points. It was/is the biggest
single-day fall ever, easily beating the 684 points it lost on the first day of trading after the Sept
11, 2001 attacks. This day was also the biblical feast of Rosh HaShana.
Rosh HaShana on Sep 17, 2001 to Sep 29, 2008 Rosh HaShana = 7 years 11 days (7-11 code)
Rosh HaShana, Sep 29, 2008 to Sep 13, 2015 Solar Eclipse = 6 years 11 months (9-11 code)
From Rosh HaShana on Sep 29, 2008 to Sep 28, 2015 Sukkot Super Blood Moon = 7 years
From Rosh HaShana on Sep 29, 2008 + 10 prophetic days of years = Yom Kippur Sep 19, 2018
September 13, 2015?: Rosh HaShana
The Final Attack?: Will it be on Jewish Feast of Rosh HaShana again exactly 7 years from Rosh
HaShana of ‘01 and ‘08? Will this time-marker be either a beginning of the new world currency?
This could be the death blow to the US Petro-Dollar dominated world economy and allow for the
New World Order currency to emerge out of the ashes of the US.
From Rosh HaShana on Sep 13, 2015 + 7 years 13 days = Rosh HaShana on Sep 26, 2022

The Shmita
The Shmita is ‘the Sabbath Year which means to release also referred to as the
sabbatical year or the 7th as in the year of the 7-year agricultural cycle’ mandated by
the Law of YHWH during the Feast of Sukkot which lasts 7 days. All debts were
cancelled and indentured servants were released of their obligations and sent out with a
blessing.
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The Shmita was to provide rest for the land but before all the plowing, commerce and
labor were to begin anew on the ‘8th’ Year, on the 2nd day of Sukkot, the nation of
Israel was to ‘assemble’ (Hakhel) before the King to read the Law. The King would read
from Deuteronomy and recite the ‘Blessings or the Curses’ and their conditions. The
LORD YHWH would admonish His People to choose ‘life’ and not ‘death’ in obedience
to His Holy prescripts. It is understood that the last such event took place the year
before the destruction of the Temple in 70 AD.
- Year 5776 (2016) - 69 AD year = 1947 (Year of UN Partition Plan)
- 69 AD + 1948 years (Israel became a Nation) = 2017

A Super Moon
This phenomena occurs when a Full Moon is nearest to the Earth due to the Moon’s
elliptical orbit called Perigee. Most recently this happened on June 22, 2013 the same
day the Star of David Planetary Alignment occurred. They are very rare occurrences
and when they do occur, the Moon is 13% larger and 30% brighter. The next Super
Moon is scheduled to occur, according to NASA, on Sep 28, 2015 and Nov 14, 2016.
The red color appearance of the ‘Blood Moon’ occurs as the Moon passes through to
the Earth’s shadow. The distance from Earth to Moon is about 238,900 miles (384,400
km) or roughly 30 Earths, side to side. The following is a list of the peculiarities of the
Super Moon occurring on the Feast of Tabernacles. The Blood Moon is:
1. At Perigee to Earth
2. A Full Moon
3. A Super Moon
4. A Total Lunar Eclipse
5. Seen over Israel
6. On Feast of Tabernacles
7. A the end of the Shmita Cycle
8. At end of the 2014-2015 Tetrad
9. 7 days after the Year of Jubilee?

Feast of Tabernacles
Sukkot is often considered the Jewish ‘Thanksgiving’. It is also called by the Feast of
Tabernacle or Booths as a Sukkah or outside Booth is made to commemorate the
temporary shelters the Israelites built along the journey in the Wilderness from Egypt to
the Promised Land. It is also referred to the Week of Rejoicing as it lasts 7 Days with a
the 8th Day as a corporate Assembly in which the Torah is read known as the Hakhel
which means to assemble or otherwise known also as Shemini Atzeret.
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This Feast of Sukkot falls on the 15th of the Jewish calendar month of Tishrei after
Rosh HaShana, Yom Kippur and is the last of the 3 required assembly of men before
the LORD, 1) Passover, 2) Pentecost, 3) Sukkot. Each Feast has a corresponding
element for a Waive Offering; as the Palms are waived during Passover, the Bread at
Pentecost and the Lulav or palm during Sukkot.
It is very interesting that the lunar Tetrads either fall on the Feasts of Passover at the
beginning or the end of the 7 Feasts on Sukkot but never on a Pentecost. I would stand
to reason then that the Age of Pentecost is emphasizing that Feast of Pentecost is
directly associated with the Church Age, its beginning and conclusion perhaps. The
Jews use 4 elements or species to commemorated Sukkot before the LORD:
1) a Palm
2) a Willow
3) a Myrtle
4) an Etrog (citrus).
Uranus - Order out of Chaos
Another very intersecting occurrence is the conjunction of the Moon with the planet
Uranus after the 1st Day of Sukkot, on the 29th. The Moon’s conjunction with the Planet
Uranus might be very significant as it pertains to its symbology and perhaps prophetic
effect upon Israel and the world.
Uranus Οὐρανό is attributed to the sky god of the heavens and in some renditions, the
god of waters also. In mythology, Uranus as Father Sky was said to have been born
from Chaos, as in the Luciferian Masonic war cry of ‘Order out of Chaos’. Uranus was
also the son-husband of Gaia, Mother Earth. These are the parents of the Titans
alluding to the Fallen Angels and Rebellion against the Creator GOD YHWH. This
ancient script goes along the lines of the Nimrod-Semiramis, Horus-Isis Luciferian and
occultic alternate world view, etc., of how in the Last Days, the ‘Atlanteans’ would once
again rise to rule the Earth with Lucifer as their King, the King of chaos and of waters,
and the sea etc.
A ‘Rapture’ Type?
The Super Blood Moon occurring on Sukkot, being the last of the Tetrad in Pisces is
extremely unique as the Hakhel is to bring the Jew and Non-Jew together for an
assembly before the King of Israel. Although there is no literal King of Israel or Prince to
this day in Israel, but perhaps by then, on September 28, 2015 there might be a Prince,
a King recognized that will be the ‘one’ to read the Torah at such an assembly in
Jerusalem that Sukkot day.
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It is also speculated that it will be on Yom Kippur that not only will the Jubilee Year be
proclaimed as the year 5776, Year of Light had been initiated on Rosh HaShana but on
Yom Kippur is when the Kings of Israel were anointed. Could this time be the occasion
when the ‘Prince that shall come’ be anointed “King of Israel”?! IF this could be a
possible occurrence, then this ‘King’ would be the one to read the Torah on the 8 th Day
of Assembly. It would coincide with the Moon’s conjunction with Uranus, the god or
‘Prince of the Air’, Father of the Titans what was birthed out of Chaos, i.e., the Luciferian
Masonic Fallen Cherub want-to-be ‘god’.
The Bible and Jesus Christ affirmed that He is the King of the Jews as stated in
Matthew 27:11. In essence there is a current living King of Israel, Messiah the Prince
Jesus of Nazareth that is in Heaven awaiting the command to Rapture His Bride and to
bring her into the Sukkah for a 7 Day Feast of Rejoicing before His 2nd Coming to
rightfully read the His Law at that future Feast of Sukkot in the Millennial Temple to
come.
As far as the possible Rapture typology of the 8th Day, the Church birthed by Messiah
does consist of this one ‘New Man’ in Christ, both Jew and Gentile. It is interesting that
the Blood Super Moon occurs when the Feast of Tabernacles will have Christians and
Jews believing in Messiah together in Jerusalem as the Blood Moon will be setting and
seen towards the western horizon over the Temple Mount in Jerusalem - 1 day before
the conjunction with the Planet Uranus in the constellation Pisces.
Pisces is associated with Andromeda, the chained and persecuted Woman that typifies
the Church Age now that is currently being slaughtered by the ‘peaceful’ loving and
‘merciful’ Muslims that submit to the will of their ‘god’ AL-la’ that requires submission by
the sword. Andromeda is conjoined with Pegasus, ‘He who swiftly comes to rescue’...
As the 2 Fishes of Pisces represent the Church consisting of the Jew and the Gentile in
one aspect the comprehensive picture does have a strong depiction of the ‘Rapturing’ of
the Bride away.
What better time, aside from Pentecost than the Rapture happening during this end or
grand finale of the Tetrad on the Feast of Booth. Then the Booths spiritually would
commemorate the spiritual 40-year journey of the ‘Church’ in the Wilderness of this dry
wicked world that gets ushered into the Heavenly Promised Land by their Greater
Joshua?
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For sure this time and celestial configuration is a picture of when the King will lead the
corporate Church to the Heavenly assembly on Mt. Zion to read the Law then and there.
First to address each individual Believer at the Bema Seat of Christ, but then to the
General Assembly where the Heavenly Shmita will be pronounced; as a blessing of
release to the Bride and as a subsequent curse of the Seal Judgments upon Satan and
the world that will begin thereafter. The breaking of the 7 Seals of Judgment by the
King, Jesus upon the Titans coming from the descendant of Eve -the Seed of the
Woman will bring the true Order out of the chaos as the Shmita will demand judgment
befall the Nations and Lucifer during the concurrent 7-Day long Week of Rejoicing in
Heaven.
__________________________
Some Sources
Chabad.org
Hebcal.com
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Telescope.com
Wikipedia.com
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